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1. Introduction

1.1. The normal practice for construction of a nuclear power

plant is to invite open tenders. In response usually several bids

are received and evaluated on a competitive basis. But some uti-

lities particularly in developing countries very often have to

entertain a single bid. There may be various reasons for receivinr

a single bid, such as,

(1) Conditional loan from a country with a single
supplier interested in the type and size of the
nuclear plant selected,

(2) Pre-selection of a particular tenderer for some
specific reasons, plant

(3) Patronage of a single national nuclear power/supplies
in some countries, etc.

1.2. In the process of technical and economic evaluation of

single bid numerous problems are faced which are very different

from those normally encountered in the evaluation of a number of

bids. The problems concern the following aspects:

1.2.1. Technical Specifications: In the case of a single bid

the supplied usually prepares his oim technical speci-

fications of the plant, whereas such specifications are

supplied by the customer when competitive tenders are

invited. This calls for a careful scrutiny of the

technical specifications of a single bid, The specifi-

cations usually have to be revised to suit the cumstom.er.

requirement.
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1.2.2. Scope of Supply: In an open tender the scope of supply

is usually specified by the customer, whereas in a

single bid the tenderer enjoys sufficient freedom in

deciding his scope Of supply. For the smooth imple-

mentation of a project it is essential that the scope

of supply and limitations of responsibilities between

the customer and the supplier should be precisely

defined in the contract.

1.2.3. Contractual Conditions, 7arranties and Guarantees:

The bidder in a single bid usually furnishes his proposal

along with the first draft of the contract. The draft

generally undergoes several revisions as evaluation

proceeds. 'The finalisation of the contract usually cons-

titutes as the most difficult phase of negotiation as

interests of the parties concerned often clash on many

important issues. To reach a satisfactory agreement,

mutual understanding of the problems and views of the

parties is essential

1.2.4. Prices: In response to an open tender, the supplier

quotes -rices with o ' without break-up according to the

tender documents and the customer mostly accepts the

lowest quotation. In such cases the customer con-

trols the mechanism of price formulation, and as such

as has sufficient leverage to negotiate the prices

effectively. In the case of a single bid, the customer

generally does not get a detailed break-up of the price

from the supplier to facilitate proper evaluation and

adjustment in the price in case of changes in the scope

of supply during negotiations. ?.hile the customer in

an open tender has the assurance that he is getting a

competitive bid, his aim in case of a single bid is to

satisfy himself that the bid price is reasonable and

that the cost of generation of electricity from the plant

would be competitive with the other alternatives.

1.2.5. Future Supplies: Especially in the case of plant

supplied on a single tender basis, the employer has to

depend on the contractor after the contract is over, for
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1.5.

2.

2.1.

2.2.

2.3.

many supplies and services which are of special nature

and which only the contractor could supply effectively

because of his experience.

In the course of implementation of Pakistan's first two

nuclear power projects, one of which namely the Karachi Nuclear

owver Plant (Ai'rUTP) in .,est Pakistan has recently gone into

production and the other, namely the Rooppur Nuclear Power Project

in East Pakistan about which negotiations are in progress, Pakis-

tan Atomic Energy Commission (PAEC) had occasions to evaluate

many single bids received from pre-selected suppliers. The

paper discusses the problems faced during the evaluation of the

proposals for the two plants.

Karachi iuclear Power Plant (Ai-,ijP) (H.'R 13.T,).

Several studies were made by PAEC between 1961 and

1963 regarding prospects for a nuclear power plant in Karachi

area. One of the studies indicated that a natural uranium heavy

water type of plant could be economically feasible provided

financing was available at "soft terms". Besides there were

some well-known benefits attached to this concept.

In January 1963, IAEC engaged Canadian General Electric

Company (CGE), the prospective supplier, for the preparation of

a preliminary project report on the KAiS'PP covering the following:

i) Initial design information

ii) A list of major equipment

iii) Indication of the most likely source of
supply, Pakistan, Canada or other.

iv) Initial cost estimate sufficiently accurate to form
a basis for a decision to proceed with the next step.

v) Summary of information for presentation to the Govern-

ment of Pakistan.

CGE submitted a report which concluded that a 132 :.'Ce

gross H-,-R NTuclear Power Plant could produce electricity approxi-

mately at 7 mills/kwh at 4%5 interest rate of interest and 30 years

plant life. This was competitive with the cost of production by

the Karachi Electric Supply Corporation (KESC). From informal

discussion with the officials of the Canadian Government it
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appeared that the Canadian Government would be seriously interes-

ted in the project provided Canada was the main source of supply

of equipment for the project.

2.4. In January, 1964, PAESC asked CGE to submit a proposal
including a fixed price bid on turn-key basis for a 132 M1I

nuclear power station. It was pointed out that CGE's offer

should be on the basis of their earlier proposal of 1963, of

course CGE assuming full responsibility for the soundness of

design, supply and erection of all nuclear, electrical, mecha-

.nical, civil and other facilities, start-up and safe operation

of the station. The formal proposal and the bid were received

from CGE in June 1964. The documents were in four parts as

follows:

(1) An outline of the proposed Contractual agreement

(2) An outline for project implementation including
the cost economics.

(3) Technical specifications about design, engineering
and equipment supply.

(4) Tender price and miscellaneous services.

3. Evaluation Procedure & Objectives

3.1. The documents were evaluated by an Evaluation Committee

consisting of engineers of the PAEC, the Karachi Electric Supply

Corporation and the Engineering Adviser's Office, Government of

Pakistan. The Committee was later assisted briefly by an Engin-
eering firm of consultants. The primary objective of the evalua-
tion was to carry out an exercise to make sure that the plant
proposed by the bidder meets the requirement of PAEC and that it
would be a complete and operable plant at internationally compe-
titive price. The Committee made a detailed study of the pro-
posal including the drawings, design and specifications from the
following angles:

(i) Study of the preliminary specifications,

(ii) Completeness of the plant,

(iii) Adequacy of design of plant equipment and systems,
(iv) Warranties and guarantees for equipment and plant

performance, fuel burnup, quality of materials and
workmanship,
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(v) Adequacy of the contract with terms and provisions
to ensure quality of supplies and services and
timely implementation of the project,

(vi) Reasonableness of the lumpsum price,

(vii) Codes and Standards.

3.2. At that time there was no operative HWE plant of a

size comparable to the one proposed. The only operable HWR

Plant of this type was the 22 MW ID at Deep River. The 200 MW

HWR Douglas Point Plant was under construction. These two plants

only could be used as referenc'e. If an operativeplant of the

size of the KANUPP were available, the adequacy of the plant

equipment and system could be checked by comparing with those of

the existing plant; the soundness of the design could be judged

from the performance record of the plant in operation and

reasonableness of the cost of the project particularly for the

equipment supply could also be compared. But this was not

the situation. During evaluation a number of technical and

contractual problems were identified which had bearing on the

cost and performance of the plant. hne Committee could at best

prepare comments on the various points and queries of the pro-

posal for which discussions with the contractor were conducted

for clarification, explanation or further information.

4. Summary of Major Comments of the Evaluating Committee

4.1. Specifications: The specifications were not comprehensive to

define the plant fully. Either the specifications should have

been completed or the plant specified in all respects to another

similar and acceptable plant i.e. the Douglas Point except as

eapcifically modified for local conditions. In general the speci-
fications were adequate to identify the major items of the equip-

ment with regard to capacity and number. But the bidder did not

completely identify the details such as design and test parameters,

material specifications, etc. Most of the minor items were left

out. Specifications for primarycirculating pumps did not give

operating, design and test pressures, impeller and casing mater-

ials and operating temperatures. All major heat exchangers S&e

specified in detail. All tanks and vessels were listed with

capacities/and or dimensions, design pressures, design tempera-

tures and materials. All miscellaneous equipment such as fans,
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elevators, filters etc. were specified by quantity, rating, size,

etc. The proposal did not include schedules for construction

piping, and specifications, for all services. To the extent that

the specifications were not complete, PAEC had to rely on the

good will of the contractor in order to secure a complete and

workable plant.

4.2. Costs Estimates: In evaluating the cost estimates of the

project the following assumptions were made:

(1) The plant as designed would function.

(2) There was no unbalancing of one major division of

the estimate against any other. All.normal manu-

facturers' engineering and contingent costs were

included in the estimate.

(3) The plant materials and equipment to be furnished

would be of the highest quality available for the
service requirement. Manufacturers of equipment and

material would furnish one year guarantee and perform

appropriate shop tests.

(4) Equipment to be furnished for the plant would be of

quality at least as good as provided for Douglas Point

plant.

(5) In the utilization of equipment and materials which are
different for Douglas Point due to different site con-

ditions, such as sea water cooling, piping and building

finishes, standards normally used in Pakistan and the

Korangi Thermal Power Station of KESC would be used.

(6) The supplier would supply a "complete and operable

plant" with no additional charges to employer. All

facilities and equipment that were furnished to main-

tain and operate the Douglas Point plant would also be

furnished for KNUPP. Any changes that may be required

such as revisions to circulating water system and

systems to handle radioactive wastes (radwaste) would

be at no extra charge to the-plant.

(7) Approximately 80% of the funds loaned by Canada for

foreign procurement was to be expended in Canada.
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4.3, Comrnents on Physical Plant Cost

(1) The cost con site improvements, building and structures

appeared to be reasonable.

(2) Due to the lack of details in the estimates and the

equipment prices furnished, notably in the areas of

'reactor system, pressure tubes and fittings and pipings,

it could only be concluded that the cost of reactor

boiler and auxiliaries appeared to be in the correct

order of magnitude compared to the cost of the similar

equipment in Douglas Point Station. It was however kept

in mind that some development efforts could be necessary

while designing KANUPP.

(3) Tne estimate for electrical system was compared with

that of of the Korangi plant, but adjustment had to be

made accounting for the fact that the electrical

connections and supports for a nuclear plant are much

more extensive than a conventional plant, and are largely

dependent on the instrumentation concepts.

(4)'he cost on common services appeared to be reasonable

as it was recognised that a nuclear power plant uses

much more circulating water than the conventional

plant and higher reliability requirement in the cooling

water systems.

(5) The construction equipment which i'as to be imported

gave no credit for salvage.

(6) bTe cost of engineering purchasing, expenditing

scheduling including overheads appeared to be very

much on the high side. The discussions revealed that

the bidder contemplated some major development work in

several areas of the plant design.

4.4. In summary, the total physical plant cost appeared higher

than expected. However, considering the lack of definition of

the facility and plant details and possible differences in the

contractor's approach it was difficult to conclude that the costs

were not un-reasonable.
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5. Warranties

5.1. The evaluation of the Warranties was as follows:

5.1.1. TNet Heat Rate: Net Heat Rate should be measured with all

auxiliaries operating that are required for normal opera-

tion. These auxiliaries should include among other things

the fuel storage pool cleanup loop, isotopic purification

column, fuelling machines (on normal cycle),

5.1.2. Materials & Workmanship: The draft contract provided that the

warranty period would end one year after completion date.

However, for items which have a shorter warranty period

under normal industrial practices, such applicable warranty

periods should govern. This provision tended to eliminate

any incentive on the part of supplier in securing suffi-

cient warranties from vendors. The supplier's determina-

tion that commercial warranties for a minimum of one year

were not available for certain equipment should be agreed

to by the employer.

In the draft contract it was stated that the

contractor was liable for repair or replacement in case

the warranties were not met. However, it was noted that

the choice of repair or replacement was that of the con-

tractor and employer must place his facilities and site

personnel at contractor's disposal to the extent

available without cost to the contractor to assist

in the work under contractor's direction. This provi-

sion appeared to be inconsistent with the obligations

of the contractor to meet its warranties in that the

employer was obligated to furnish his personnel to

assist in the work under the contractor's direction,

It would be seen that the full responsibility for

meeting warranties should be placed upon the contra-

ctor without any added expense to the employer inclu-

ding the cost of furnishing labour for repair or

removal and replacement of the faulty equipment.

5.1.3. Fuel: The Contractor offered to warrant the initial fuel

load to an average exposure of 8650 MWD/Ton metric.

It was subsequently learned thatthe contractor
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calculated, on the basis of the formula used, that the

initial core will achieve burn-up between 10,400 at

12,000 MWD/MT. This inconsistency was caused by the

fact that the formula actually computed the burn-up

of the first core plus a fraction of the second core.

The total burnup was attributed to the first core.

It appeared appropriate to request a

warranty of at least 10,500 IMWD//MT for the first core

based on the bidder's formula. Otherwise, it appeared

that the bidder would have no significant risk with

regard to the reactivity lifetime of the fuel. In

connection with the fuel materials and workmanship, it

was noted that a portion of the core should always

receive an exposure in the range of 12,000 to 13,000

MWD/MT. It was suggested that the bidder be requested

to warrant the fuel against failure to this burnup

level with a linear reimbursement rate proportional

to the loss in the life of the fuel. The contractor

was willing to warrant an exposure of 8650 MWD/MT for

the second core.

5.1.4. D20 Losses: No heavy water loss guarantee was provided

in the draft contract. It was considered necessary

that a warranty on D20 losses could be developed.

Such a warranty should take into account both net

loss as well as degradation which cannot be reclaimed

by the upgrading column. It was suggested that the

bidder warrant the total cost of D20 required to

maintain the plant for one year after completion with
a full D20 charge at design purity.

5.1.5. Containment: The bidder did not specify the containment

leakage rate nor how the leakage tests were going

to be conducted. They type of containment structure

had not yet been finalised.

5.1.6. Design Changes: The determination of design changes which

take advantage of technological advances should not

be a unilateral decision by the contractor. Approval
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of such changes by the employer should be required.

Changes of this nature should be made without any

increase in the contract price.

6. Resoluation of the Problems

6.1. Technical Specifications

6.1.1. As the specifications both in respect of nuclear and

the conventional parts of the plant could not be

spelled out in detail at that stage, the Evaluation

Committee suggested to the bidder and the later agreed

to incorporate the provision that the quality of the

equipment furnished would be generally at par with

those used at the Douglas Point station and Korangi

Thermal Power station in Karachi in respect of nuclear

and conventional parts of the plant respectively.

6.1.2. The design proposed by the Contractor was referred

to the experts of Atomic Energy of Canada Limited

who found it adequate and sound.

6.2, Costs Detailed discussions were held for clarification

or for information on the cost of the different items of the

quotations of prices in the proposal. Some break-up of the

price was furnished but the bidder was not contractually bound

by it. Therefore, it did not help the Committee much to find

out how the costing has been done. During the negotiations for

price for the contract, the contractor did not agree to reduce

the price for the contract. However, as a concession he agreed

to supply a plant with a gross output of 137 MWe instead of
132 MWA- ithout raising the lumpsum price.

6.3. Station Performance Warranties

6.3.1. The terms net electrical output and net heat rate

in respect of warranties were redefined.

6.5.2. The fuel exposure guarantee was extended to cover

the performance of the equilibrium core against

the original proposal of warranty for the initial

core only.
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6.3.3. A section on heavy water loss guarantee was included

in the final contract.

6.5.4. The contractor did not agree to give any warranty

against defect of design and workmanship longer

than one year which is the normal guarantee period

from the manufacturers of equipment.

6.4. Station Safety

The contractor assured that safety measures incor-

porated in the plant would be generally comparable with those

of Douglas Point station.

6.5. Design Changes

The bidder agreed to consult the employer in matters

of design change provided it was to avail of the technological

advance, without any increase in the contract price.

7. Rooppur Nuclear Power Project (200 MW PWR)

The first proposal for a 200 MWe nuclear power plant

for Rooppur in East Pakistan was received from a Belgium

supplier as early as in 19679 This proposal was however based

on insufficient information regarding site conditions and the

prices were therefore subject to many uncertainties. A letter

of intent was issued in June 1969 to the supplier appointing him

as Prime Contractor for the design, supply, construction, ins-

tallation and commissioning of the plant. According to the

conditions of the letter of intent, the supplier was required to

prepare a project report with description and broad specifica-

tions of the plant equipment and services taking into considera-
tion the conditions of the site and the grid to which the plant

was to be connected. The supplier was also asked to quote a

firm price for all equipment and services to be provided by him.

The technical part of the report with description and specifi-

cations of the plant equipment and services was received in

October, 1969. The supplier proposed a plant consisting of

a pressurized light water reactor with a single closed loop

having a net generating capacity of 189 MWe. The proposal incor-

porated a single pump in the primary heat transport loop and a

single turbo-generator. Water from the river Ganges was to be
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used for condenser cooling. An indication of the prices of the

equipment and services was also available but such prices were

only preliminary since the technical specifications and scope of

supply were still to be settled.

8. Evaluation of the Project Proposal

8.1. The Project proposal was evaluated independently

by a team of PAEC's own engineers and a firm of consultants.

This evaluation was based purely on technical consideration and

two separate preliminary evaluation reports were prepared by the

two teams who finally met to finalise the reports so as to make

them consistent and avoid duplications. The independent evalua-

tion was done deliberately as a double check to see that the

proposal was complete in all respects and was in conformity with

the local conditions and requirement of the owner.

8.2. The evaluation reports essentially contained general

comments stating approval or otherwise on each system or major

component, specific queries for clarification of points which

were not clear from the reports and suggestions for improvement,

changes or additions in the proposal. The reports were made

available to the supplier with whom a series of discussions

followed where a PAEC's team of engineers and the consultants

took part. The main objective of these meetings was to finalise

the broad technical specifications through discussion and

define the scope of supply so that the supplier was able to

prepare a firm quotation for his equipment and services,

8.3. In the following sections some of the important

aspects of the evaluation and the criteria used in finalising
the principal technical specifications have been described.

8.3.1. Reactor Core and Internals- The main design features and

basic parameters of the proposed Rooppur Plant were

essentially similar to those of the 160 MWe Zorita

Nuclear Power Plant in Spain and modifications were

made in view of the higher heat out-put of the

Rooppur Plant or to incorporate any development in
technology that took place since Zorita was built,

and to suit local conditions. It was therefore found
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advantageous to compare the design features of the two

plants and thus derive the maximum benefit out of the

experience of the Zorita plant which has been in

operation since 1968.

Comparison of the design.parameters of the

two plants indicated that the core structure, lattice,

fuel assembly and the pressure vessel were practically

the same as in Zorita. Significant increases were

however made in core power density, fuel specific

power, fuel linear power rating as well as average and

maximum heat flux. A careful study of these design

parameters indicated that the increases were in general

consistent with the design parameters of other PWR

plants which were under construction or recently or-

dered. All the design changes were therefore consi-

dered technically sound and since most of the para-

meters were directly associated with the power output,

adequate protection was to be provided in the contract.

by a suitable warranty and guarantee clause.

The design features of the reactor and its

internals were critically reviewed during evaluation

and detailed discussions with the supplier took place

in order to assure reliable and efficient operation

of the plant. As an example, the case of the thermal

shield of the reactor core which created problems due

to flow induced vibrations in many PWR plants could

be cited. Following the detection of these problems

in Big Rock Point, Yankee Rowe, SENA, Obrigheim and

Trino reactors, an extensive experimental and analy-

tical programme including model tests was undertaken

by the suppliers. ' As a result of these experimenta--

tion and analyses, the causes of the failure were

explained. Subsequently design modifications were

made taking advantage of manufacturing technology

improvements permitting permanent fixing of the

thermal shield to the welded (rather than bolted)

core barels. T he suppliers of PWR plants believed

that this problem is now solved and subsequent
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successful operation of many plants supports this

conclusion. The guiding prinicple in the evaluation

of similar design features has been the available

operating experience of similar plants in other

countries.

8.3.2. Primary Heat Transport System: Although the single

loop concept was acceptable to PABC because of its

satisfactory performance at Zorita, a modification

was effected because of the higher thermal output

of the core by incorporating two primary pumps of

50% capacity each in the system instead of a single

full capacity p.ump. This was done to avoid the

risks of a possible locked motor accident of the

single primary pump which could result in extensive

damage of fuel cladding, the primary pump and even

piping requiring expensive repair and replacement

works. The principal criterion in deciding about

this modification was to minimise the extent of any

accidental damage risks by paying an extra premium
in terms of incremental capital cost for having two

half capacity pumps instead of a single pump.

8.3.3. Selection of Critical Components: In the selection

of the critical components of a plant the owner is

most commonly confronted with the t3xWtxg conflic-

ting requirements of reliability versus capital cost.

To have a more reliable and more efficient plant with

less operating cost, one has to pay an extra premium

in terms of a higher capital cost. In all such cases

a compromise is usually found depending on available

financial resources which are often very limited, the

desired degree of reliability and over all plant

economy resulting in the lowest Kwh cost. Since

the 200 MWe Rooppur Plant would be the largest gene-

rating unit in the EPWAPDA grid at the time it comes

operation, the reliability of the plant was an impor-

tant consideration which led to the selection of

two half-capacity pumps in the circulating cooling
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water system, feed water system and condensate

system although selection of a single full capacity

pump in some of these systems could result in signi-

ficant reduction in the plant capital cost.

In selecting the optimum temperature of the

circulating cooling water for design of the main

condenser, a slightly lower temperature compared to

the one recommended by the PAEC's consultants was

preferred at the sacrifice of about 2.5 MW of likely

incremental power in order to save approximately

$1 million in capital costs. Before arriving at this

conclusion, all the available alternatives were

carefully considered and the final selection was

based mainly on economic consideration.

Another example is that of the location of

the plant fuel pit. Following the Zorita practice, the

supplier proposed to place the pit inside the reactor

containment building. This could result in some

saving in capital cost but plant availability would

have suffered since transfer of spent fuel casks could

take place only during plant shutdown condition.

A detailed economic evaluation showed very little

advantage in this proposition and it was accordingly

decided to place the spent fuel pit in the reactor

auxiliary building. This change was made for two main

reasons namely the incremental capital cost due to

this change was mostly in local currency and the

slight economic advantage in having the spent fuel

put inside the containment was not significant com-

pared to the sacrifice in the plant availability.

In the selection of a particular plant

component or system, the owner has also to satisfy

himself about its overall economy taking into consi-

deration both its capital cost and operation and

maintenance (O&M) cost. Experience has shown that

selection of a component or system having the minifinma

capital cost wihout consideration to its O&M cost

often adds a heavy burden due to replacements, spares
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and maintenance bills. It is therefore desirable

to consider all the available alternatives and select

the most economic one, which is not necessarily the

cheapest one in terms of capital cost.

8.3.4. Scope of Supply - For the smooth implementation of a

nuclear power project it is most desirable that the

supplier's scope and responsibilities'should be defined

as precisely and clearly as possible in the contract so

as to avoid complications later. This is not an easy

task since it is not always practical to define every

detail of ail plant equipment, systems or services

particularly in respect of instrumentation piping and

other similar items. In the case of Rooppur the scope

of supply has been defined by adopting an appropriate

code which seems to be fairly complete and elaborate.

Although it was the initial intention of

PAEC to negotiate a turn-key contract with the supplier

significant changes in the suppliers' scope were

effected at a later stage when it was agreed that the

supplier would furnish all plant equipment and the

initial core CIF to site on a fixed price basis and

erect, commission and start-up the plant on a cost

plus fee basis. PAEC assumed the responsibility of

over all plant design, civil works and supply of

balance of plant equipment, construction of transmi-

ssion line and residential colony. These changes in
the scope were desired by the supplier partly due to

limitation of the foreign loan that was expected from
the supplier's country and partly to minimise costs

of civil works on which the estimates of the supplier

were very much on the high side mostly because of his
unfamiliarity with local conditions and methods of
construction.

8.3.5. Codes and Standards- Due consideration was given to

the selection of applicaDle codes for design and

manufacture of all major equipment and systems and

where no appropriate code was available, the nearest
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code was mentioned. Care was taken to see that all

the selected codes were consistent and appropriate to

local conditions.

8.3.6. Contract Documents - The first draft contract
document were prepared by the supplier and reviewed

by PAEC and their consultants. In order to bring it

in conformity with a standard contract and to meet

the requirements of PAEC it was felt necessary to

redraft the document which is still in the process

of finalisation.

8,3.7. Warranties and Guarantees - PAEC wanted the supplier
to warrant net electrical power output, net heat rate

and plant availability. The supplier agreed to

warrant net electrical power and net heat rate but not

plant availability. This was accepted by PAEC and

the conditions of the warranties such as procedures

for measurements, remedies, penalties and bonuses,

etc are still to be settled. On fuel, PAEC asked

fuel cycle cost warranty from the supplier. The

supplier indicated that he would warrant fuel cycle

cost if PAEC ordered the initial core with atleast

9 reloads. For supply of the initial core with less

number of reloads, the alternative proposal was to

warrant burnup, maximum enrichment of fuel and mecha-

nical endurance. Fuel warranties and other conditions

of the fuel supply contract are still to be settled.

8.4. After finalisation of the technical specifications

the supplier quoted the equipment price which was evaluated

taking into consideration the known price of equipment of other

nuclear plants and the subsequent escalation and also be making

necessary adjustment of these prices by scaling. The quoted

price is still to be negotiated and finalised.

9, Conclusions

The two example of KANUPP and Rooppur have been given

to explain the problems with which PAEC has been confronted in

dealing with a single bid for each project. While PAEC could

refer all available literature for comparing the technical
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soundness of the concept and the equipment though not exactly

on idential scale, difficulties were experienced with respect

to the prices, as there were no comparable yardstricks. The

examples of cost information published for other projects could

not be applied as the details were not known with respect to

their scope. Besides, when cost estimates made in other coun-

tries are proposed to be applied in a different country under

a different technological and social setup, uncertainties do

appear. There could not be therefore much of a guide line as to

the evaluation of a correct price for the plant. In fact it

could not be prepared precisely, because many of the specifica-

tions for the project at the time of formulation of the proposal

or finalisation of the contract are still in the preliminary

stage.

To solve the problems which are bound to arrive during

the implementation of such a project on the basis of a single

bid, good customer-contractor relation is a must. Without

the genuine desire of the contractor to make the project a

success, it is bound to fail due to too much commercial consi-
derations.

. _ _ _ . _ . _ . .
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